ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Traditional molecular biology tells us that genetic information is transferred from DNA to protein and ultimately shows up as protein functions. The final goal of molecular biology in this 'central dogma' is to identify and understand biological activities regulated by proteins so that they can be managed. The most important protein function is to catalyze biochemical reactions for the synthesis of one chemical compound from another. Thus the first step of the above goal may be compared with detecting one or more chemical compounds for which each protein can catalyze.
Recently the importance of chemical compounds has been emphasized more in molecular biology, and a new research field, * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
called 'chemical genomics', has attracted a great deal of attention. In fact, one of the five items to be taken up by the National Institute of Health (NIH) roadmap initiative is a chemoinformatics project for building small molecular libraries. This chemoinformatics project will develop a new compound database of chemical structures and their biological activities, with the idea of promoting pharmaceutical research, such as discovering new drugs. This database, called PubChem, will house compound information on the screening and probe data newly obtained by the Molecular Libraries Screening Centers Network (MLSCN) as well as those from the current scientific literature. A related fact is that databases of chemical compounds and their biochemical reactions have also been developed in recent years. For example, the KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) database (Kanehisa et al., 2004) , which is a database of metabolic pathways generated by gathering biochemical reactions, has drastically grown both in the size of stored reactions and the number of citations in the biological and medical sciences. European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) also developed a freely available database of small molecular entities, ChEBI (Brooksbank et al., 2005) , which stands for 'Chemical Entities of Biological Interest'.
Thus an important issue in current molecular biology is to identify biological-related chemical compounds and genes, which is a fundamental step of chemical genomics research. Mining biomedical and biological literature databases, such as Medline (Wheeler et al., 2005) , for identifying these kinds of biological-related entities has been actively tackled in the last few years (Blasckel et al., 2002; Yandell et al., 2002) . Co-occurrence of biological entities in the literature is a simple, comprehensive and popular technique to identify the association of these entities (Stapley et al., 2000; Jenssen et al., 2001; Chang et al., 2004) . This technique is based on the following hypothesis: if a biological entity appears with another biological entity in the same document, these two entities should be biologically related with high probability. This hypothesis was already experimentally testified by many researchers (Jenssen et al., 2001; Chang et al., 2004) . We will describe the details of this and related issues in Section 2.
Thus we focus on the co-occurrence information in the literature to discover implicit 'chemical compound-gene' relations, being those which are not in existing compound-gene co-occurrences in the literature but could be discovered from the co-occurrence data. All possible combinations of compounds and genes are very large in number, but obviously known co-occurrences of them are very limited, even though the literature is very abundant in size. Thus we attempt to use not only the co-occurrence of a chemical compound and a gene but also various other types of co-occurrences data, such as gene-gene and compound-compound co-occurrence data.
We propose a probabilistic model, which we call a mixture aspect model (MAM), coupled with an efficient algorithm for estimating its parameters. MAM is an extension of a probabilistic model, called the aspect model (AM) developed in natural language processing (Hofmann, 2001) , with one significant difference. MAM can incorporate different types of co-occurrence data efficiently. More formally, the probabilistic structure of MAM is a weighted mixture of (normalized) AMs, and each component (i.e. AM) handles one type of co-occurrence data. For example, we can have three different components corresponding to three different co-occurrences of compound-gene, gene-gene and compound-compound. These three datasets might be handled by AM by regarding all three as only one type of co-occurrence data. However MAM has roughly two significant advantages, compared with this way of using AM. First, it has a weight for each component, so that the users can control the weight for each co-occurrence dataset. Obviously, AM cannot do this. The second advantage is both time and space efficiency. When we have T datasets all having co-occurrences of N events, MAM considers T ·N 2 combinations at most, whereas AM must consider a maximum of T 2 · N 2 . In practice, N (i.e. the number of compounds or genes) reaches at least a few thousands, so that even if T is a relatively small number, this difference would be pronounced.
Our algorithm for estimating the probability parameters of MAM is based on the EM (Expectation-Maximization) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) that locally maximizes the likelihoods of given data. Once the probability parameters of MAM are estimated, MAM can predict the likelihood for any pair of events, such as a pair of a chemical compound and a gene. MAM can find new biologicalrelated compound-gene pairs that have not yet been found in current biology and medical literatures.
In our experiments, we generated three types of co-occurrence datasets: gene-gene, compound-compound and compound-gene from the Medline records (Wheeler et al., 2005) . We evaluated our method by not only these datasets, but also an independent (human-curated) dataset of chemical compound and gene relationships in the ChEBI database. We first checked the performance of MAM to predict the co-occurrences of compounds and genes by using cross-validation, starting with compound-gene pairs and then adding compound-compound pairs, followed by gene-gene pairs. Experimental results have shown that adding gene-gene (or compound-compound) pairs improved the performance of using compound-gene pairs only, with the difference being statistically significant. In particular, we found that adding compoundcompound pairs is the most effective in improving the performance of predicting compound-gene pairs. We then performed the experiment on predicting the biological-related compounds and genes in the ChEBI database, and found that the performance improvement was obtained in almost the same way. These results indicate that combining all these datasets is effective in our problem setting, and that MAM and its learning algorithm are extremely useful for obtaining the results. Finally, we computed the likelihood of each of all unknown compound-gene (more precisely, drug-gene) pairs and selected the top 20 of them according to the likelihoods. We thus showed a list of them that have the highest likelihoods given by MAM trained by all given datasets and examined the validity of these pairs from biological, medical and pharmaceutical viewpoints.
RELATED WORK
Mining the Medline text for biomedical knowledge discovery has become a very active field in bioinformatics recently. One of the important applications is to discover the relationship among genes, proteins, disease phenotype and chemical compounds. Cooccurrence in Medline is a simple, effective and popular technique to identify biological relationships among different entities. This technique is based on the hypothesis that entities appearing in the same Medline record are more likely to be biologically related. This hypothesis has been verified by many researchers. Jenssen et al. (2001) presented a gene-to-gene co-occurrence network called PubGene using over 10 million Medline records. They randomly selected 500 pairs of genes that co-occurred once and 500 pairs of genes that co-occurred more than five times in the Medline, then manually analyzed the biological relationship of these pairs by expertise. They found that the accuracy of biological relationship identification is ∼60% for the first group, and 72% for the second. In further analysis, they found that almost all errors were owing to the failures in gene name recognition. Chang et al. (2004) also identified related genes and drugs based on their co-occurrence in the titles and abstracts of publications in Medline. They manually examined the biological relationship of 100 gene-drug pairs. They found that out of the 100 pairs (50 of them with largest number of co-occurrence, and another 50 of them randomly selected), 70 shared some biological relationships. From these studies, we can see that co-occurrence methods can successfully find biological relationships, and most of the failures are because of the difficulty of biological entity name identification in extracting Medline texts. We emphasize that in our experiment we generated our co-occurrence data not directly from Medline texts, but from human curated datasets (for further details, see Section 4), consequently avoiding errors that may occur in gene name or chemical compound name identification.
Some studies have combined co-occurrence methods with natural language processing techniques, such as shallow parsing, full parsing and constructing templates (Yandell et al., 2002; Blasckel et al., 2002) . Their goal is to extract and clarify the detailed relationships among biological entities, such as proteinprotein interaction (Blasckel et al., 1999) , protein-drug interaction (Rindflesch et al., 2000) and gene-mutation pairs (RebholzSchuhmann et al., 2004) .
Some researchers have, however, attempted to find implicit relationships between biological entities of not having direct cooccurrences in the literature (Wiren et al., 2004) . For example, Perez-Iratxeta et al. (2002) used the fuzzy set theory to analyze the relationships between the co-occurrence of MeSH terms in different categories and the co-occurrence of a MeSH term and a GO (Gene Ontology) term in Medline records and scored the implicit associations between symptoms of diseases and GO terms by fuzzy relations.
In contrast to these existing approaches, our focus is placed on implicit 'compound-gene' relations in the literature, and our approach is based on statistical learning using a probabilistic model that is an extension of the so-called AM (Hofmann, 2001) . This AM has already proved effective in a lot of applications for analyzing co-occurrence data, such as informational retrieval, computational linguistics and collaborative filtering (Hofmann, 2004; Si et al., 2003) . We emphasize that our statistical learning based approach develops a noise-robust probabilistic model and a systematic and efficient algorithm for estimating the parameters of our model from different types of multiple co-occurrence data.
METHODS

Notations
We define the notations that are used throughout this paper. We denote a variable by a capitalized letter, e.g. U , and its value as the same letter in lower case, e.g. u. To explain a particular model for the co-occurrence of a gene and a compound, we define the following symbols in particular. Let G be an observable random variable taking on values g 1 , . . . , g S , each of which corresponds to a gene. Similarly, let C be an observable random variable taking on c 1 , . . . , c T , each of which corresponds to a chemical compound. Let Z be a discrete-valued latent variable taking on values z 1 , . . . , z H , each of which corresponds to a latent cluster, where H is the number of clusters. Let θ be a set of parameters for the model to be optimized in the learning process, and let π be a mixture parameter (i.e. weight) of a component of our model that the users can specify. Let D be a set of all examples.
Mixture aspect model (MAM)
We begin by describing the AM for two-mode and co-occurrence data (Hofmann, 2001) . With latent clusters z h (h = 1, . . . , H ), AM gives the log-likelihood for a co-occurrence of (u, v) in the following form:
So the log-likelihood for D by this model is given as follows:
where N i,j is the number of co-occurrences of (u i , v j ).
The purpose of this paper is to handle multiple different types of cooccurrence data with overlapping variable. More concretely, we can assume that we have two datasets, in which one has two random variables U and V , and the other has V and W . For these two datasets, we now define a new probabilistic model that is a mixture of two AMs, which we call two-component mixture aspect model (2MAM). The log-likelihood for D with two datasets for this model is given as follows:
where π UV + π VW = 1 for U and V , N i,j and M j ,k are the number of co-occurrences of (u i , v j ) and (v j , w k ), respectively, N UV = i,j N i,j for U and V , and N VW = j ,k M j ,k for V and W . We note that both the first and second terms in this equation use the same probability parameter p(v|z; θ). Therefore, the parameter must be controlled by both datasets. We can easily see that this mixture model for two datasets can be extended to a mixture model for an arbitrary number of datasets. We note that if each of these datasets has a random variable that appears in more than one dataset, this model is different from AM. This is particularly true when estimating its parameters, each of which corresponds to a variable appearing more than once. These parameters must be trained (controlled) by more than one dataset. The detailed algorithm for estimating this type of parameters is described for a particular case of the co-occurrence of a chemical compound and a gene in Section 3.4.
Mixture aspect model for predicting co-occurrences of compound-gene
When there is only one type of co-occurrence data (i.e. compound-gene pairs), this dataset can be handled by AM. If another dataset like gene-gene pairs is added to this dataset, these two datasets can be handled by 2MAM. For example, if we have two types of co-occurrence data, such as compoundgene and gene-gene pairs, the log-likelihood for all the data D by 2MAM is written as follows:
where N CG = i,j N i,j and N i,j is the number of co-occurrences of (c i , g j ), and N GG = j ,j M j ,j and M j ,j is the number of co-occurrences of (g j , g j ).
In this paper, we consider three types of co-occurrence data: compoundgene, gene-gene and compound-compound pairs. We also present a probabilistic model for this data, which we call three-component mixture aspect model (3MAM). The log-likelihood for all data D can be given by 3MAM as follows:
In the above equation,
In this paper, even though we used three types of data, it is evident that 3MAM can incorporate another type of co-occurrence data if it can improve the predictive performance of 3MAM.
Estimating probability parameters
Given training data D and the number of clusters H , a popular criterion for estimating the probabilities of a probabilistic model is the maximum likelihood (ML). Parameters are estimated to maximize the log-likelihood of data D:
The most popular approach for obtaining an ML estimator of a probabilistic model is a time-efficient general scheme called the EM (ExpectationMaximization) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) that provides a local maximum. In general, the EM algorithm starts with a random set of initial parameter values and iterates both the expectation step (E-step) and the maximization step (M-step) alternately until a certain convergence criterion is satisfied.
AM
We begin to explain the EM algorithm for AM for only one type of co-occurrence data, i.e. compound-gene pairs. The log-likelihood for D is given in Section 3.2, and the E-and M-steps can be given as follows: E-step:
.
M-step:
θ c i |z h ∝ j N i,j p(z h |c i , g j ; θ old ), θ g j |z h ∝ i N i,j p(z h |c i , g j ; θ old ), θ z h ∝ i,j N i,j p(z h |c i , g j ; θ old ).
2MAM
Next, we show the EM algorithm for the case in which we add another type of co-occurrence data, such as gene-gene pairs to compound-gene pairs. In this case we use 2MAM, and so the log-likelihood for these datasets is given in Section 3.3. The E-and M-steps for 2MAM can be given as follows:
M-step:
θ c i |z h ∝ j N i,j p(z h |c i , g j ; θ old ), θ g j |z h ∝ π CG i N i,j N CG p(z h |c i , g j ; θ old ) + π GG j M j ,j N GG p(z h |g j , g j ; θ old ), θ z h ∝ π CG i,j N i,j N CG p(z h |c i , g j ; θ old ) + π GG j ,j M j ,j N GG p(z h |g j , g j ; θ old ).
3MAM
Finally, we show the case in which we use all the three types of co-occurrence data such as compound-gene, gene-gene and compound-compound pairs. We use 3MAM, and so the log-likelihood for these datasets is also given in Section 3.3. The E-and M-steps for 3MAM can be given as follows:
. 
M-step:
θ c i |z h ∝ π CG j N i,j N CG p(z h |c i , g j ; θ old ) + π CC i L i,i N CC p(z h |c i , c i ; θ old ), θ g j |z h ∝ π CG i N i,j N CG p(z h |c i , g j ; θ old ) + π GG j M j ,j N GG p(z h |g j , g j ; θ old ), θ zc ∝ π CG i,j N i,j N CG p(z h |c i , g j ; θ old ) + π GG j ,j M j ,j N GG p(z h |g j , g j ; θ old ) + π CC i ,i L i ,i N CC p(z h |c i , c i ; θ old ).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Data
MAM can incorporate any type of co-occurrence data, but as mentioned in Section 1, in this paper we focus on the existing literature only. We derived our datasets from all records that have been stored in Medline and were published from 1960 to 2004. We first used the 'Locus ID' (Pruitt and Maglott, 2001 ) to check if a gene is in an abstract, by using a list of links which is available at ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/refseq/LocusLink in December 2004. Each link connects a Locus ID with a PubMed ID. We focused on 'human' genes only and selected Medline records containing one or more human genes using this list. We then generated co-occurrence data on genes from the selected Medline records. In order to produce meaningful gene-gene co-occurrence pairs, we skipped the Medline records, each of which has more than 103 genes. This is because some Medline records report all genes in the microarray experiment 1 . We then used the CAS Registry numbers as defined in the records of Medline to find a chemical compound in a document. Using the selected Medline records, we generated co-occurrence data on compound pairs. (For the details of the CAS Registry numbers, see www.cas.org/EO/regsys.html.) We finally generated co-occurrence data on compound-gene pairs from the selected Medline records using both the CAS registry numbers and the above link list of genes. We used this list on Locus IDs because it is a curated list and is probably the most reliable data source, to the best of our knowledge. Table 1 shows the sizes of the three co-occurrence datasets. We note that 'Medline records' in the table is the number of Medline records that we used to derive our three types of datasets.
Performance evaluation by cross-validation
Evaluation procedure
We evaluated the performance of MAM using cross-validation on predicting compound-gene pairs.
We tested four types of models to predict compound-gene pairs. That is, we first tested AM using the co-occurrence data of compound-gene pairs only, and then tested two different 2MAM by adding compound-compound [2MAM (CG + CC)] and genegene [2MAM (CG + GG)] pairs. Finally, we made use of all three types of co-occurrence data to train 3MAM.
To examine the effect of the size of the training dataset to the performance of the probabilistic model, we set five different ratios of the size of training to test data, 3:1, 2:1, 1:1, 1:2 and 1:3, in the cross-validation experiment. For example, in the 3:1 case, we randomly divide the original compound-gene data into four subsets of roughly equal size, and then alternatively select one subset as the test data and the other three subsets as training data. We carried out 50 rounds of this cross-validation to reduce possible biases occurring in only a few rounds and averaged the results obtained. When we add another type of training data, keeping the same training compoundgene pairs for each round of cross-validation, we added one or more other types of co-occurrence data to train 2MAM or 3MAM. Then, the prediction was performed on the same test dataset. We note that AM cannot make any predictions on a compoundgene pair in the test data if one component of this pair does not appear in the training data. Thus, we removed all such co-occurrence pairs in the test data, and the remaining pairs were used as positive test examples 2 . We then randomly generated the same number of compound-gene pairs which are not found in both training and test as negative test examples. We checked the performance of each of the models tested by the ability to discriminate positive from negative test examples.
Evaluation measures
Once we estimated the probability parameters of a probabilistic model from training data, we computed the likelihood of each compound-gene pair in test data and ranked all pairs according to their likelihoods. We evaluated these ranked pairs by AUC (area under the ROC curve).
An ROC (receiver operator characteristic) curve is drawn by plotting 'sensitivity' against 'false positive rate', using the ranked compound-gene pairs. The sensitivity (or true positive rate) is the proportion of the number of correctly predicted positive examples to the total number of positive examples. The false positive rate is the proportion of the number of false positive examples to the total number of negative examples. The AUC, a popular metric for measuring the performance of different models (Bradley, 1997) , can be computed as the area under this ROC curve. We can see that the larger the AUC, the better the performance of the model. We further used the paired sample two-tailed t-test to statistically evaluate the performance difference of the two models. Since we run crossvalidation 50 times, we have at least 100 values in each of the five different ratios, and so if the t-value is >3.50 then the difference is >99.9% statistically significant in any ratio.
Parameter settings
The stopping condition we adopted for our EM estimation was when the improvement of the observed loglikelihood between two successive EM iteration is <0.001. We used a uniform distribution for the weights (i.e. π) of both 2MAM and 3MAM in all cases. As mentioned in Section 1, MAM is a spaceefficient model, but we note that our datasets require a huge memory Table 2 shows the AUC for each model at different data settings and the t-values between the AUC of 3MAM and that of another model. This table clearly showed that 3MAM outperformed the other three models and its performance was followed by 2MAM (CG + CC), 2MAM (CG + GG) and AM. We note that the difference between 3MAM and AM reached ∼7-10%. This performance improvement is significant, because the AUC of AM reached 82-89% already, and so it is usually hard to improve these values. Furthermore, the t-values showed that 3MAM outperformed all other models by a statistically significant factor in all cases. These results indicate that incorporating compound-compound and gene-gene pairs improved the predictive performance obtained by compoundgene pairs only. Another empirical finding from these results is that incorporating compound-compound pairs was more effective in improving the predictive performance than incorporating genegene pairs, even though the size of the compound-compound pairs is smaller than (in fact, less than one-eighth of) that of gene-gene pairs.
Results
Performance evaluation by ChEBI
Test data description
We further examined the performance of our probabilistic models by using an independent dataset, i.e. we trained our models using our datasets generated from the Medline records, and the trained models were applied to another dataset. We used a list of the relationships between chemical compounds and proteins in the ChEBI database to generate a test dataset. We first extracted 26 091 pairs of chemical compounds and human genes from this list by replacing a protein with one or more corresponding genes according to the UniProt database (Bairoch et al., 2005) . We then removed a compound-gene pair from them if it appears in our training dataset or if one component of this pair does not appear in the compound-gene pairs in the training dataset of AM for the benefit of AM. The number of final compound-gene pairs was 11 743, and we used them as positive examples in the test dataset. We generated the same number of negative examples, which are not in the training dataset and the positive test dataset.
Evaluation procedure
We trained four different models, AM (CG), 2MAM (CG + GG), 2MAM (CG + CC) and 3MAM (CG + CC + GG) using the datasets generated from the Medline records and then predictions were performed on the test dataset generated in the above manner. We randomly generated the negative test dataset 50 times and the results were averaged over the 50 runs to reduce a possible bias. The evaluation measures and parameter settings were the same as those of the cross-validation experiment. Table 3 shows the average AUC for each model and the t-values between the AUC of 3MAM and that of another model. This table clearly showed that 3MAM outperformed three other models, and was followed by 2MAM (CG + CC), 2MAM (CG + GG) and AM. This result indicates that our model is extremely effective to improve the predictive performance for an independent dataset as well. The improvement over 2MAM (CG + GG) and AM were especially significant, but the advantage over 2MAM (CG + CC) was slight (statistically insignificant). This result confirms the empirical finding that incorporating compound-compound pairs was more effective in improving the predictive performance than incorporating gene-gene pairs.
Results
Mining and analyzing unknown drug-gene relationships
We trained 3MAM by using all datasets, i.e. all gene-gene, compound-compound and compound-gene pairs, and computed the likelihood of each of all possible compound-gene pairs that are not in the training dataset. We repeated this run 50 times and computed the sum of all 50 likelihoods for each compound-gene pair. We sorted all the pairs according to their likelihoods and removed the pairs whose chemical compounds do not have pharmacological activity. Thus each chemical compound of the remaining pairs is a drug. From this list of pairs, we finally selected the top 20 pairs so that a drug did not appear again when we scanned the sorted pairs from the top to the bottom. Table 4 shows the list of these 20 pairs with their log-likelihoods. These pairs are unknown pairs in the literature, but our method suggested that each of them has a strong relationship between a drug and a gene. In fact, we can see a biological relationship for each pair of a drug and a gene. Below, we briefly describe the biological, medical and pharmaceutical relationship on each pair of the list, for only the top five pairs owing to the space limitations.
Wortmannin, of the first pair, is an inhibitor for the phosphatidylinositide kinase (PI3-kinase) pathway. Substrates of PI kinases are important signaling molecules that affect a wide range of biological processes (Zewail et al., 2003) . In particular, recent studies have revealed that wortmannin affects proteasome-mediated degradation and chromatin remodeling. MAPK1 is also a popular kinase, and so wortmannin is expected to be an inhibitor of the MAPK pathway too.
The second pair of tetradecanoylphorbol acetate and protein kinase C seems to have more direct relation than that of the first pair. A pharmacological action of tetradecanolyphorbol acetate is a carcinogen. However, a number of processes important in certain diseases, such as solid tumors, are facilitated by the action of protein kinase C, and so inhibitors of protein kinase C have the potential to be anticancer drugs (Shih et al., 1999) . Tetradecanolyphorbol acetate might become one of them.
Doxorubicin of the third pair is known as an antineoplastic agent, i.e. a drug intended to inhibit or prevent the maturation and proliferation of neoplasms that may become malignant, by targeting the DNA. However, CDKN2A is an inhibitor of cyclic-dependent kinase (CDK) which is involved in replicative senescence, cell immortalization and tumor generation. Thus, these facts imply that the two molecules of this pair are strongly related.
A biological relation on the fourth pair of tryptophan and proteasome 26s subunit would be easily expected, because 26S proteasomes are mainly involved in the degradation of tryptophan hydroxylase (Kojima et al., 2002) . The fifth pair would also have a clear biological relation. A member of the tumor necrosis factors can be a ligand for CD40, and CD40 ligation can stimulate nitric oxide production (Bingaman et al., 2000) .
These facts indicate that unknown pairs that are predicted by our method to be related with each other have, in fact, strong biological relations. This analysis would be possible for most of the pairs in this list. Above all, the analysis on these pairs show that our probabilistic model and its learning algorithm can capture significant relationships between chemical compounds (more specifically, drugs) and genes.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have proposed a probabilistic model, composed of a mixture of aspect models, each of which is for one type of co-occurrence data, coupled with its learning algorithm. Our model can combine a number of different types of co-occurrence data efficiently, and in fact, our experimental results have shown that incorporating different types of datasets improved the predictive performance drastically.
In our experiments, we used a uniform distribution for the component weights (π ) of our mixture model to allow users additional control. Interesting future work would adjust the weights to achieve the maximum predictive performance. It would also be interesting to investigate the possibility of incorporating totally different types of co-occurrence data (e.g. microarray co-expressions and proteinprotein interactions) to the current literature data. Another appealing extension is to extract large scale co-occurrence data directly from Medline by incorporating latest natural language processing (NLP) techniques.
